Snakeword puzzles are word puzzles where the answers change direction.
Each answer has a start and end square shown by the numbers on those squares.
Answers must reach the square with the next number.
Every time you place a letter which is a vowel (A,E,I,O,U) you must change direction by 90 °.
This is what causes the words to snake around!
If a word is wrong then it may conflict with other words in the puzzle or leave you with the wrong letter at the end of the w ord.
The last letter of each word forms the first letter of the next word and so a long snake of interconnected words is created.
An arrow on each numbered square shows the direction to take at the start of each word.
Words can cross or overlap where they share a common letter or letters.
If the answer is more than one word they are joined together. e.g. POLARBEAR
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The film where the villain wanted to be the hero was 'Wreck-It' what? (5)
The Prince who was the baddie in Disney's 'Frozen' (4)
What item named 'Excalibur' did Arthur pull from the stone? (5)
The first name of a famous Disney duck (6)
First name of the old Champion ___ Hudson in 'Cars' & Bugs Bunny says 'What's up ___? (3)
Lightning McQueen and Mater are characters from which film? (4)
First name of the Princess who was befriended by seven dwarfs is? (4)
What word fits in front of '-E' to form the title of the film about a little Robot? (4)
What toy forms the basis of its own movie with the hero being Emmet? (4)
What is the name of the lovable snowman from 'Frozen'
What is the name of the film with the characters 'Anna' & 'Elsa'? (6)
which little Clown fish had a big adventure with other trying to find him? (4)

